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Details of Visit:

Author: Pripaus
Location 2: Near Cranleigh
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 19 July 2005 11.00 a.m.
Duration of Visit: 1 Hour
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: English, High Class, Legal Escort
Website: http://www.privatetouches4u.com
Phone: 07964457917

The Premises:

Immaculately-kept private house in secluded residential area. Safe off-road parking immediately
outside. Felt totally at ease.

The Lady:

Tall (about 5' 10"), blonde, slim, beautiful complexion and skin with natural all-over tan. Very friendly
and welcoming. Very fit, with exceptionally long legs. 

The Story:

Gemma was on the doorstep to welcome me as I drove up to the house and once inside she
offered me a choice of drinks but we chose the champagne I had brought for the occasion.

After a brief chat we went upstairs and I was offered the use of the shower if I wished. I had chosen
Gemma's mild domination service and she told me firmly to strip and get onto the bed, face down.
Gemma stripped to very tasteful undies and stockings and began a sensual back-massage with oil,
soon moving down to stroke my bum and balls.

This was but a prelude to her inserting into me a small but very effective vibrator while stroking my
buttocks but just as I was warming to this I received a couple of sharp slaps with what I discovered
was the back of a hairbrush. This treatment continued - a very exciting juxtaposition of pleasure and
pain - until Gemma ordered me to retain the vibrator and turn over.

There followed some excellent oral without - all the more mind-blowing because of the constant eye
contact and that with an outstandingly attractive lady whose face you could well imagine in a Vogue
make-up advertisement. I had eventuallly to ask Gemma to cease as the alternation of french
kissing, oral, ball sucking (for which I had shaved), hand relief, the vibrator and eventually hand
prostate massage was getting all too much to bear.

Gemma now removed her underwear and stockings and ordered me to serve her orally, beginning
with her very sensitive nipples and working downwards. She too was freshly shaved and
moisturised and not only tasted delicious but responded very erotically with both words of
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appreciation and thrusts of her hips while holder her labia open for me.

Finally, I was allowed release and Gemma provided long, slow, sensual hand relief as we had
discussed when I made the appointment, forcing me in a final act of servitude to consume my own
emissions!

I did take the shower offered now, for which Gemma thoughtfully provides unscented soaps. We
chatted while I was drying myself and Gemma was showering and after a further very friendly chat
downstairs I was on my way, happy, satisfied and refreshed after a marvellous encounter.
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